Builder’s Profile is the open-access Common Database
service providing compliance and PQQ information to
the construction industry.

What is
Builder’s Profile?
Builder’s Profile is the openaccess Common Database service
that allows Main Contractors,
Subcontractors and Audit
partners to share Compliance
and PQQ information.

Builder’s Profile for Main Contractors
Builder’s Profile reduces the costs of administering, improving & maintaining supply chain
compliance & PQQ information and locating new suppliers.
The Builder’s Profile service is the simplest, quickest, lowest-overhead platform for main
contractors and subcontractors to publish, share and maintain standards-based
compliance & PQQ information. And as Builder’s Profile delivers the open-access
Common Database platform, it complements and easily integrates with other schemes.
The standardised BASE service covers the PAS91 question set plus frequently asked
questions – and can be setup and operational within hours at no cost.

Builder’s Profile for Subcontractor & Suppliers
A user-friendly ‘complete once, share to many’ service that makes PQQ submission
simple, and keeping information up-to-date easy.
A versatile publishing service that benefits subcontractors and suppliers; showcasing
them to main contractors as capable professionals that are ready to work. Builder’s
Profile is the Common Database that construction industry buyers search when looking
for supplier information.
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For Main Contractors
The Builder’s Profile supply chain management service reduces collection costs, data duplication and helps in the defence of reputational
risk through improved compliance management. For main contractors and clients joining the open-access Common Database, the
comprehensive functionality and flexible configuration provides time saving efficiencies, leaving your management teams to put all the
centrally stored supply chain business intelligence to work of you.

Comprehensive Functionality with BASE
BASE is the entry level contractor account, which provides all the essentials tools required for collecting and managing your supply chain
compliance information.
This service is perfectly suited to companies with a small to medium sized supply chain, looking to move from a manually maintained
system. The management tools and features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate access to Premium Member Profiles
Fixed Health and Safety & Insurance compliance approvals
Common Database of over 35,000 subcontractors, suppliers and vendors
Automatic internal and external notifications
BASE question set of common frequently asked questions
Minimum start up requirement

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST

FAQs

Flexible Configuration with BESPOKE
One of the many advantages of the BESPOKE service is that the additional management
features are configurable. Assessment evaluations can be created, automated approval
reviews are designed, user permissions allocated – Every aspect of the supply chain process
and how best to build Bespoke can be considered. There are also additional modules available
to fully configure the processes to suit.
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What’s Included
The Main Contractor Services team has extensive experience in building bespoke systems,
identifying efficiencies and creating solutions. Organisational supply chain management
improvements start with the first discussion. The management tools and features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced Searching, Reporting and Analysis
Customised Scorecards & 360 KPI’s
Project Management
Bespoke Questions, Emails and Assessments
Unlimited maintenance and changes to account set up
Access to additional modules to enhance account

Additional BESPOKE Modules are also available. Please contact Main Contractor Services
for more information about service costs and how the system can be set up to meet your
requirements.

Subcontractor and Supplier Service
A versatile information service that benefits subcontractors and suppliers by showcasing them to main contractors as capable
professionals that are qualified to work. Builder’s Profile is the open-access Common Database that construction industry buyers search
when looking for suppliers.

Easily solves your PQQ problems
Subcontractors know the time, cost and repetitive pain of completing, maintaining and managing multiple PQQs and compliance
information. Builder’s Profile solves these problems in a few simple steps.
•
•
•

Register your company
Select your clients
Complete and maintain your Profile

…then share your Builder’s Profile with over 70% of UK main contractors to
showcase your company as qualified, professional and ready to work.
Main contractors actively use Builder’s Profile to contact and manage their
supply chain.
Your Company Profile may be built over time in manageable stages. If you
wish, we’ll help you to complete your PQQ information so you can ‘go-live’
easily and quickly.

CREATE AN ACCOUNT
FAQs

Great Value for
Money
Premium Membership is
available for only £349 + VAT.
All Premium members
can access valuable tools
and Profile Reports on the
Premium Dashboard.

Effective Profile Distrubution with Premium
Membership
				
				
				
				
				

Premium Members maintain a single Profile available to 70% of UK
main contractors and showcases your company as qualified,
Professional and ready to work. A premium Profile is effectively
distributed to your Clients, making it available for main contractor
pre-qualification approval.

Premium members that are Constructionline Gold or Platinum members have the facility to
import verified Common Assessment Standard data from their Constructionline account.

Effective Compliance Management
PREMIUM MEMBERSHIP

Working with Builder’s Profile keeps your data more up to date than ever before, providing your
clients with greater confidence in your professional standing. Quoting your BP Membership
number
in all correspondence, clients can easily find your Profile across these platforms:
•
•
•
•
•

Builder’s Profile
Constructionline
COINS iPortal
Access ConQuest Estimating
The Builders’ Conference Serino

				
				
				

Basic Members complete and maintain individual main contractor
profiles with the free service. Join the subcontractor database, 			
where construction industry buyers search when looking for suppliers.

Industry Collaborations
Constructionline
In March 2020 Builder’s Profile were acquired by Fortius Group and joined Constructionline with
Altius VA Limited as part of a group of companies serving the supply chain risk management industry.
Builder’s Profile continues to operate alongside Constructionline, both offering complimentary supply
chain management services to the Buyer community while creating the data exchange efficiencies the
construction industry and wider market require.

Common Assessment Standard
The Common Assessment Standard has effectively proven to reduce the Supplier’s time spent working
through the prequalification process. Importantly, with significant compliance improvements at the
center of its design, a Common Assessment Standard provides Clients with the added assurance of
‘continuous assessment’ – maintaining an approved compliance status more up to date than ever before.

PAS-91
The PAS91 PQQ standard was commissioned by Government and developed by the British Standards
Institute (BSI) with the objective of streamlining and lowering the cost of prequalification in construction
procurement processes. PAS91 does this by defining a standard construction industry PQQ set.
What Builder’s Profile service and PAS91 question-set does, is allow contractors and subcontractors to
collaborate more effectively by sharing information efficiently. This reduces the need for suppliers to
complete multiple PQQs by around 80%.

Builder’s Profile Support Team
Our Support Team are available Monday - Friday 8am - 5pm excluding Bank Holidays.
Support Team
Telephone: 01305 897448
eMail: support@buildersprofile.co.uk
Alternatively talk to us via Live Chat available from any of our web pages.

Contact Builder’s Profile
General Enquiries						Main Contractor Services
Telephone: 01305 897448				
Telephone: 01305 898792
eMail: info@buildersprofile.co.uk			
eMail: mcs@buildersprofile.co.uk
Accounts Department					Marketing & PR Enquiries
eMail: accounts@buildersprofile.co.uk			
eMail: marketing@buildersprofile.co.uk
Address
Builder’s Profile (UK) Ltd
Basepoint Business Centre
15 Jubilee Close
Weymouth
Dorset
DT4 7BS
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